
20 years building trust in  small farmer 

banana business 



What is AgroFair? 

- Based in the Port of Rotterdam (Barendrecht) 

- One of the leading importers/distributors of organic and Fairtrade 

bananas and other tropical fruit. 

- Founded in 1996 to introduce the concept smallholder Fairtrade  

(initiated by Solidaridad) bananas in Europe 

- Evolved into a company co-owned by its suppliers – cooperatives 

of small banana farmers in Ecuador, Peru, Dominican Republic, 

Costa Rica and Panama. 

- Small farmer cooperatives have a share and a say in our company. 

-   

 

 To learn more, see:  Van der Waal, J. W. H. (2008), Leegte et al (2009 ). 

 

 



How We Built Trust in Our Value 

Chains with Small Holders 

Tejpal, Garg & Sachdeva (2013) identified a number of antecedent 

trust factors in supply chains: 

-   

 

 

 

Work standards Trust in mutual competence of work and product skill, 
knowledge and ability to fulfil promises, but also in 
competitive prices - productivity 

Experience and 
qualifications 

Small producers need to be capable to meet quality criteria, 
traceability, information processing, quality certifications 

Timeliness Prompt reaction to requests, timely fulfilment of orders, 
timely payment of invoices. 

Reliability  Continual delivery on promises of contracts; timely delivery, 
timely sharing of information 



Confidentiality Protection of partner’s secrets (processes, commercial) 

Honesty and 
integrity 

How we deal with producer settlements, quality claims, 
production and sales estimates; respect of commercial 
contracts; corruption and fraud. 

Politeness and 
friendliness 

Empathy and friendliness between human beings are 
important trust building factors. 

Shared values Supply partnerships are built on pursuing compatible goals 

Customization Adapting operational practices to the needs of the other 
partner 

Information sharing Communication between partners and information sharing 



What do we expect from small 

farmer cooperatives ?  

 The requirements are set by the supply chain captain – in our case 

the retailer. They have no special preference for small producers.  

 

Social responsibility 
/inclusive business 
Social responsibility 
/inclusive business 

price, quality, 
traceability, reliability, 

(eco)sustainability 

price, quality, 
traceability, reliability, 

(eco)sustainability 

Price, quality, traceability, 

reliability and basic social 

and ecological 

sustainability are qualifiers  

Inclusive business and 

vanguard sustainability are 
differentiators 





What do we mean by ‘professional 

cooperatives’ ? 

 Cooperatives are professional if they can meet the qualifiers needed 

to supply international chains. They need to be just as professional as 

any other organization.  

 

- Productivity – competitive prices 

- Quality 

- Reliability – planning competencies, organizational skills, 

leadership & management, financial capabilities, bankability,  



How to get there? 

The gap between what is required and what is available must not be 

too big. 

The success of small farmer banana cooperatives in Latin America 

was that human resources and industry-specific skills were amply 

available. 

AgroFair has its own support team – AgroFair South – with 

embedded quality surveyors, consultants and specialists, frequent 

visits – but we do not take over the responsibility of the coop. 

There is a limit to support. The industry is dynamic, organisations that 

cannot keep the pace in spite of support, will disappear from our 

chain. So there is also some dynamic turnover of suppliers. 

Tendency towards well-managed farms, small farmers need to be 

aware and collaborate – joint land management, purchasing, 

marketing, collaborate with nucleus farm. 
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